
What would be included in "Full Disclosure"?

* Zero-point non-polluting free energy modalities;

* Acknowledgement that we are not alone in the universe, the galaxy, or even the solar system, and the
fact that many governments, militaries and commercial bodies have been in partnership with these

others;

* Acknowledgement that these others represent at least scores of sentient non-human races, that they
have been on and in earth for millennia, that they can originate from other planets or times or

dimensions, that they are not all "good" and not all "bad", and that some are actually clones or hybrids;

* Acknowledgement of and widespread utilization of currently hidden advanced technologies, including
over 6,057 or so classified patents that threatened the old world order and economic stability;

* Acknowledgement of the existence and extensive scope of secret underground, undersea, and off-
world bases and facilities;

* Clean-up of all forms of pollution and ending the need to produce this side-effect of our life styles;

* Acknowledgement and encouragement of self-healing, beginning with major use of aware placebo
effect and active life-affirming beliefs and world views for healthy and productive very long physical

lives;

* Employment of advanced healing modalities, including forms which are multi-dimensional;

* A non-central bank-based economic system without credit or loans;

* A mini-ice age which is the planet's way of renewing its outer layers;

* Plentiful ethically-produced clean and nutrient-rich non- or minimally-processed foods;

* Plentiful clean and inexpensive desalinated water for everyone;

* Governing bodies that are based on enlightened purpose and service to people and staffed by the
same;

* Major revisions of our official histories to include 1) the dark and previously controlling side of
humanity, 2) announced history that was not reality, and 3) the true history of a half dozen major

previous civilizations going back a hundred thousand years or more;

* The end of the long-time secret pedophile culture around the world, with justice to all the participants;

* A renaissance of non-hierarchal religious and spiritual centerings;

* Acknowledgement of the validity of the electrical universe paradigm of astronomy, biology, geology,
and physics;

* Realization and acknowledgement of reincarnation, including our past, parallel and future lives and
purposes;

* Acknowledgement and demonstration of just how much of our individual and joint realities we create
and have created by our “positive” (love-based) and “negative” (fear-based) beliefs and emotionally-

charged intents;

* Acknowledgement of the existence of multiple dimensions and entities therefrom with which we can
interact. 

http://www.eu-geology.com/?page_id=105
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/23938298_Electromagnetic_effects-From_cell_biology_to_medicine
https://www.electricuniverse.info/
https://fionabarnettblog.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/eyes-wide-open-_fiona-barnett_first-edition_august-2019.pdf
https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf
https://www.ku.ac.ae/pulling-salt-out-of-seawater-with-magnets
https://www.hss.edu/condition-list_prp-injections.asp
http://www.breakthru-technologies.com/sites/breakthru-technologies.com/files/Tesla%20Healing%20Technology.pdf
https://sgp.fas.org/othergov/invention/pscrl.pdf
https://sgp.fas.org/othergov/invention/index.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/weird-news/former-israeli-space-security-chief-says-extraterrestrials-exist-trump-knows-n1250333
https://go.innodemia.com/ssp-conference#row--19778-143-142-103-132

